A lady has called Blue Cross looking for someone to take on an older dog. The dog was looked after by the lady’s elderly mother who unfortunately has been taken into a residential home and is not allowed to take the dog with her. Her husband has died recently and she is extremely upset about the prospect of losing her dog too.

The lady who called us already has two younger dogs so she feels her home would not be the right environment for the older dog to live in.
Blue Cross receives a phone call from an upset young couple that have a litter of terrier cross puppies. They thought they would be able to make some money out of breeding their bitch but they are finding it increasingly difficult to afford to keep them. The puppies are more expensive than they realised and, with some birthing difficulties with the mother, they now have a huge vet bill. They feel they are unable to care for these puppies properly and haven’t been able to find them homes so far.
A couple come to the rehoming centre asking for help. They are first time dog owners and have a two-year-old Alaskan malamute. They have been struggling with the dog’s behaviour and he keeps escaping over the garden fence. When left alone in the house he is chewing and becoming very noisy.

They want to start a family and know they don’t have time for the dog anymore. They do not want to sell him as they are worried about his behaviour.
A small puppy is found dumped outside our hospital in Victoria, London. He has no collar or tag. He is emaciated and shows obvious signs of not being looked after properly. He is scanned and there is no trace of a microchip.

Although the puppy is slightly nervous due to new surroundings and people, he seems to be well handled.